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ABSTRACT

A one-dimensional, multicell, Eulerian
finite difference computer code (MELTS PREAD - J.)
has been developed to provide an improved
prediction of the gravity driven spreading and
thermal interactions of molten corium flowing
over a concrete or steel surface. In this paper,
the modeling incorporated into the code is
described and the spreading models are
benchmarked against a simple "dam break" problem
as well as water simulant spreading data obtained
in a scaled apparatus of the Hk I containment.
Results are also presented for a scoping
calculation of the spreading behavior and shell
thermal response in the full scale Mk I system
following vessel meltthrough.
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void fraction
crust thickness, m
thickness of eroded substrate, 31
corium surface tension, N/m
densit;,-, kg/m
viscosity, kg/m.s

— corium constituent

— value at liquidus
— value at solidus
— value at surface of substrate
— value at shell surface

For Mk I Boiling Water Reactor severe
accident sequences in which molten corium is
postulated to melt through the reactor pressure
vessel lower head, a significant question
concerns Che potential for corium to spread over
the drywell floor and cause early failure of the
containment shell. Figure 1 illustrates the
pedestal and drywell regions in the Peach Bottom
Mk I system. The reinforced concrete pedestal
walls represent an initial barrier to the
spreading corium. However, coriimi which collects
on the pedestal floor is generally free to flow
out the personnel access doorway into the
surrounding drywell region. A major question is
then whether the spreading corium is able to
propagate to the shell where the associated
thermal loading might lead to early containment
shell failure, or whether heat transfer to
structure, underlying concrece, and overlying
water will freeze and immobilize the melt short
of the shell thus precluding damaging thermal
attack.

Several experimental and analytical research
efforts on corium spreading potential and shell
attack have been reported in the literature.
Predictions of shell meltthrough were first
performed by Greene et al. using corium
conditions obtained from CORCON calculations of
the molten core concrete interaction (MCCI)
following the assumed uniform spreading of a
large corium mass over the pedestal and drywell
regions. Estimates of coriun; lateral migration
associated with long-term MCCI were performed by
Corradini for the case of gradual corium
addition to the MCCI zone. For this case,
lateral relocation of corium occurs as a result
of sidewards and downwards concrete ablation as
calculated with a modified version of the CORCON
code. Kazimi estimated the corium spreading
potential assuming that spreading takes place in

2 semi-circular region ana that the neat :rans:er
coefficient is characeristic of non-spreading,
natural convective MCCI's. Greene"1 conducted
simulant spreading experiments in which molten
lead jets were impinged upon plywood, marble, and
steel non-reactive surfaces both with and without
the presence of an initial water layer on the
surface. Based on the results of his
experiments, Greene developed a correlation for
the mean melt spreading thickness in terms of the
melt pour volume, depth of the water pool, latent
and sensible heat content of the impinging melt,
and latent heat of vaporization of the water
pool. However, no information on time dependent
melt or pour conditions and spreading front
propagation has yet_been made available for these
experiments. Henry conducted simulant
experiments in which iron-alumina thermite was
injected into a steel-walled linear flow channel
containing two rectalinear compartments and a
concrete base to investigate quenching of debris
which has spread over concrete and come to rest
against a vertical steel wall.

Recently, Theofanous et al. conducted
simulant spreading experiments using water in a
1/10 linear scale model of the MK I
containment. Water heights as a function of time
at various locations in the pedestal and drywell
regions were measured. Eased on the results of
their scaled experiments, Theofanous et al.
concluded that the flow characteristics in the
drywell are controlled by the driving gravity
head across the pedestal doorway.

MOTE-ALL DIMENSIONS M CENTIMETERS

Figure 1. Illustration of Mk I Drywell
Configuration (Peach Bottom
Units 2 and 3).



-r.e -eve _oc~enc on
cspaDiiicy -o provide an analysis fraraevork for
che assessment of spreading potential and rhe
associated shell thermal loading in Mk I
containments was undertaken at Argonne National
Laboratory. The initial version of a transient
spreading model was the MELTSPREAD-0 code
developed by Sienicki, et al.'1 This code
assumed quasi-steady concrete ablation and did
not account for melt freezing, immobilization,
and subsequent flow over che solidified leading
edge. MELTSPREAD-0 was applied to analyze the
iron-alumina thermite spreading experiments of
Henry. In these experiments, the thermite
injection time was short in comparison to the
time for the melt to spread the length of the
channel. Therefore, in the analysis it was
assumed that the thermite was instantaneously
deposited in the injection compartment and,
thereafer, relocated in a 1-D spreading trough
under the influence of gravity. Model
predictions indicated that the thermite would
spread the full length of the channel without
freezing at the leading edge, which is in
agreement with the experiment observations.
MELTSPREAD-0 was also used to perform scoping
calculations of the flow out of the pedestal
doorway in the full-scale Mk I system. These
calculations indicated that for a 25 K initial
melt superheat, the corium leading edge would
begin to freeze midway between the pedestal
doorway and the shell. For an initial superheat
of 250 K, the corium was predicted to reach the
shell with a non-negligible amount of melt
superheat. In these calculations, in-pedestal
energy losses from the relocating melt were not
considered.

is continuing in the zorrz of the MEL7SPREAD -1
code. MELTSPREAD-1 contains lore detailed modelj
for the processes treated in MELTSPREAD-0 as well
as many new models for phenomena that were
ignored in the earlier code. MELTSPREAD-1
currently accounts for: gravity-driven flow both
in-pedestal and ex-pedestal; melt freezing,
immobilization, and remelting; concrete heatup,
decomposition, and gas release; concrete melting
and ablation; enhancement of heat transfer to
overlying water or urderlying concrete due to
sparging decomposition gases; chemical oxidation
of melt metallic constituents; spreading of melt
over previously spread material; and two-
dimensional heatup of the shell due to forced
convection and impingement heat transfer from
spreading melt adjacent to the shell.

The present paper provides a summary of the
models incorporated into the MELTSPREAD-1 code, a
benchmark calculation of the melt relocation
model against a simple "dam break" problem, and a
comparison of the spreading model with the
simulant spreading data obtained by Theofanous in
a scaled Mk I containment apparatus. In
addition, the results of scoping calculations of
the predicted spreading behavior for the full
scale Mk I system with water present in the
cavity are provided.

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

A depiction of the corium spreading process
over a concrete surface in the presence of water
is provided in Figure 2. The relocation model
incorporated into MELTSPREAD-1 performs a fluid
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c%*nai3iC3 C3j-Cu^iizion Dr -He gravi f"-driver.
motions of a niolten mass spreading in a one-
dimensionaL flow channel of varying cross-
sectional area. The fluid velccitv is assumed ~c
satisfy the equation,
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The nonconservative form of Che momentum equation
is employed because it reduces to Bernoulli's law
in the limit of frictionless flow. The friction
factor is calculated using the correlation of
Colebrook and White. The hydrostatic pressure
gradient is based on the melt height plus the
basemat elevation. The local melt void fraction
due to concrete decomposition gases sparging
through the melt is calculated based on the
correlation of Kataoka and Ishii. The
elevation gradient is included to account for the
presence of previously solidified debris and the
profile of the initial spreading surface such as
the presence of a sump pit. Spreading is
restricted to occur such that the melt depth at
the leading edge does not fall below the minimum
depth at which surface tension balances gravity,

min

f — i, oxici-SDie men constituents
i

3 - \-~, oxidized melt constituents '?.
L 0, non-oxidizabie and ncn-oxiJlc-^i

nieit constituents.

The third term in Eq. (5) accounts for oxidation
in the melt layer. Carbon dioxide and water
vapor arising from concrete decomposition are
assumed to react with zirconium, chromium, and
iron. The oxidation fractions, Fu o and F-n

account for incomplete reaction of the sparging
gases as the gas bubbles rise through the melt
layer; these functions are calculated based on

transient diffusion theory. ̂ 7 -;nd 7 are
HO CO

2 2
stoichiometric constants. For the jxidation of
zirconium,

- M /2M and 77 M /2M
Zr CO

2 2 2

Depending on the melt-substrate interfa^ial
boundary condition, the fourth term in Eq. (5)
accounts for mass transfer due to substrate
ablation and/or crust formation. The sixth term
in Eq. (5) accounts for locrl, time-dependent
mass addition to the melt layer due to drainage
from the reactor pressure vessel. As depicted in
Figure 3, a significant amount of below vessel
structure exists in the form of control rod drj.ve
and instrument tube housings, in addition to a
personnel catwalk. Corium draining from a
localized breach in the reactor pressure vessel
may undergo significant splashing as it passes

The collapsed depth, h, in Eq. (1) is
written as a sum of.the local melt constituent
collapsed depths, h1. MELTSPREAD-1 tracks a
total of 16 melt constituents, which include Zr,
Cr, Fe, Ni, B 4C U, C, B, FeO, Fe2O3, Fe3O4,
ZrO CrO NiO U0 B O d l ThZrO2 Cr2O3,

4

NiO, U02,
td

2 3 3 4

and slag. The2 2 3 2 2 3 g
metals are treated as a distinct phase from the
oxides. The conservation of mass equation for
the i melt constituent is as follows:

j~ (A1) + *— (S/>Vu)
3t oz

i

7 m
C02 C 0 J

x - x
1 I surface dt melt dt

+ S x n
vessel vessel

(5)
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Figure 3. Depiction of Corium Interaction with
Below Vessel Structure.



through this structure, thus causing the coriuia
to "rain" down on the pedestal floor. To account
for this behavior, MELTSPREAD-1 permits melt
addition to the spreading layer over a
distributed area as well as a localized area.

The spreading melt constituents are assumed
to be in local thermodynamic equilibrium at a
single, local layer specific enthalpy. The
enthalpy is obtained from the solution of the
energy conservation equation,

3 a
S — (phe) + — (SpheU) -

- Sh (T-T ) Sh (T-T )
bot bot top top
• .

+ Sphq + Sm e
decay vessel vessel

df? d5
+ Sp e — - e —

ablation dt crust dt

->• SF m 2 7 q
Ho0 Ĥ O i 'H 0 ox.H 0HO HO

i
+ Sr m Z-r

C0 C0 7C

i i
(7)

The local enthalpy in the melt layer is
checked to determine if the enthalpy has fallen
below the solidus value. If so, the melt is
immobilized and added to previously solidified
melt and concrete in the calculation. If the
enthalpy lies between the liquidus and solidus,
the melt is modeled as a slurry with enhanced
effective viscosity as given by the correlation
of Ishii and Zuber,12

slurry

(1 -
solid

2.5"
(8)

solid + "liquid

At the melt lower surface, a variety of
boundary conditions are treated to encompass a
range of melt-substrate interaction conditions.
These boundary conditions include: (1) a growing
stable crust upon solid substrate, (2) thin crust
segments upon a solid substrate, (3) substrate
ablation with a growing stable crust, (4)
substrate ablation without a crust, (5) substrate
melting without removal of melt beneath a growing
crust, and (6) a solid substrate without crust
formation. For the cases of stable crust growth,
the crust depth satisfies the equation,

d£ ST

A current source o: uncertainty is the
applicable heat transfer coefficients at the melt
upper and lower surfaces during corium
spreading. At the lower surface, the heat
transfer coefficienc options include: (1) forced
convection, (2) bubble agitation, or (3) sum of
forced convection and bubble agitation models.
The forced convection heat transfer coefficient
is assumed to be given by the fully developed
pipe flow expression.

7.6 - ; Re <2300

0 8 0.4 k
.0.023 Re Pr -; Re >23OO

(10)

- h (T - T ).
bot solidus

where the Reynolds number is based on the melt
hydraulic diameter as defined in 2q. (2). The
bubble-agitation heat transfer coefficient is
calculated using the periodic contact model of
Kao and Kazimi.13

At the melt upper surface, MELTSPREAD-1
treats heat transfer to either an overlying water
layer or heat transfer to a dry atmosphere.
Additionally, crusting may be assumed to be
absent at the upper surface, or the heat transfer
may be assumed to be limited by thin crust
segments which move with the melt layer. If
wate'r is absent, the heat transfer coefficient is
calculated assuming radiation off the top of the
melt. If water is present, the heat transfer is
calculated along the full boiling curve. Heat
transfer in the nucleate boiling regime is
calculated using Rohsenov's correlation. The
critical heat flux is calculated using Zuber's
model with a correction for subcooling due to
Ivey-Morris. In the fila boiling regime, the
melt-to-water heat transfer is calculated using
the CORQUENCH model, ' which accounts for radiant
heat transfer across the filn, noncondensable
gases, bulk liquid subcooling, melt-water
interfacial area enhancement due to sparging gas,
and melt entrainment into the overlying water
layer. The minimum filn boiling temperature is
calculated using Henry's correlation. In the
transition boiling regime, a linear variation
between the critical heat flux and the minimum
film boiling heat flux is assumed.

When water is present, MELTSPREAD-1 performs
a local check on the height of the melt layer
relative to the downcomer height above the
drywell floor. In Mk I containments, the
downcomers limit the water height in the pedestal
and drywell regions by allowing for spillover
into the steam suppression pool. If the melt
height exceeds the downcomer height, a radiation
boundary condition is applied at the melt upper
surface.

In the underlying substrate, MELTSPREAD-1
solves a one-dimensional transient heat
conduction equation to obtain the local substrate
enthalpy,



Equation (11) is applied to both concrete and
steel substrates, as well as solidified debris.
The concrete property routines incorporated into
MELTSPREAD-1 implicitly account for the
decomposition enthalpies associated with the
generation of water vapor (evaporable ^ 0 and
decomposition of Ca (0H)o)> and the generation of
carbon dioxide (decomposition of CaCO-, and
Mgt'a(CO3)2)- The front locations for each of
these decomposition processes satisfies the
equation,

i dv
e , -f- .
dc at rront

a i

dy

37

front +• e

front - e

(12)

The concrete degassing rate for evaporable Hn0 is
therefore,

dv
m H 0 — x o —— (l "?">
bound 2 bound H 0 dt bound H O K J

2 2

Similar expressions apply to the decomposition of
Ca(OH)2, CaC03> and MgCa(CO3)2. The
decomposition temperatures assumed in MELTSPREAD-
1 are the system saturation temperature for
evaporable H20, 853 K for Ca(0H)2, 1000 K for
MgCa <CO3)2, and 1098 K for CaC03. The maximum
enthalpy obtained by the concrete is monitored
such that the correct degassing rate is predicted
upon reheating of concrete which has undergone
quenching following the onset of decomposition.

If the melt propagates to the shell,
MELTSPREAD-1 invokis a two-dimensional transient
heatup calculation. The physical situation is
depicted in Figure 4. The governing equation for
the shell heatup calculation is of the form,

3c

5 37 3 3T
— (k — ) + — (k—) .
ox 3x cy By

(14)

If the shell surface temperature lies below the
melt freezing temperature, stable crust growth on
the shell is calculated according to the
equation,

dS 31

shell soliius
(13)

The convective heat transfer coefficient between
the shell and melt is currently modeled using a
jet impingement heat transfer correlation,

where the Reynolds number is based on -he voided
raelt depth and on the melt veiocitv inpinging
upon the shell.

If water is absent, the heat transfer from
the shell surface above the melt layer is
calculated using a radiation heat transfer
coefficient. Heating of the shell above the selt
due to radiation from the melt adjacent Co :he
shell is currently not modeled. If water is
present, the heat transfer is calculated along a
full boiling curve. Heat transfer in the
nucleate boiling regime is again calculated using
Rohsenow's equation with a correction for
shell inclination according to the correlation of
Jung et al. The critical heat flux is assumed
to be given by Zuber's model. The minimun filn
boiling temperature is calculated using Henry's
correlation. The film boiling heat transfer
coefficient is calculated using Berenson's
model with a correction for shell inclination
according to the experimental results oi; Sauer et

An implicit finite difference numerical
scheme is employed Zo solve the above system of
equations. A depiction of the nodalization
scheme for the Mk I system is shown in Figure
5. In-pedestal, the flow is assumed to occur in
a 360° sector. Through the pedestal doorway, the
flow is assumed to occur in a one-dimensional
channel. In the drywell annulus between the
doorway and shell, the flow is assumed to occur
in a 90° sector (the choice of flow angle is
arbitrary) . Thereafter, the melt is assumed to

DOOfwr

Figure 4. Depiction of Corium Interaction with
Shell.



spii^ over into "he balance of the drwell
annuius, which is modelled as a one-dimensional
spreading channel of width equal to twice the
distance between Che dxywell shell and the
outside of the pedestal wall.

equal Co one half the initial fluid depth, and
(in an Euierian coordinate system) the advancing
and receding wave fronts will achieve a velocity

Figure 5. Depiction of Nodalization Scheme for
. Mk I Contaiments.

COMPARISON WITH DAM BREAK ANALYTICAL SOLUTION

An Important part of MELTSPREAD development
has been comparison with relevant analytical
solutions and experiment data. MELTSPREAD-0 was
previously compared with the FAI thermite
tests. Since the ultimate spreading penetration
in those experiments was predicted to be limited
by the short length of the test section channel,
che results of that comparison are also valid for
MELTSP."£AD-1 which would provide similar
predictions.

In order to test the hydrodynamics modeling
in MELTSPREAD-1, the code has been compared to
the analytical solution for a one-dimensional
"dam break" problem. Since this problem contains
no heat transfer effects, the heat transfer
models in the code were bypassed. Of principal
interest is whether correct spreading depths and
velocities are calculated. The particular
example calculated is a 20 m long flow channel
initially filled to a uniform depth of 10 "cm over
half the length of the channel. At zero time,
the "dam" barrier is removed and the fluid is
allowed to relocate under the influence of
gravity. According to gravity current theory,
after short term transient effects have died
away, the advancing front will obtain a depth

equal \ Ms,where d - the initial water deoth

in the channel. For the example, then, the
fronts should propagate with a velocity of 0.5
m/sec.

The predicted height distributions at
selected times calculated with HELTSPREAD-1 are
shown in Figure 6, while the advancing and
receding front propagation distances (measured
from the original Warn location) are presented in
Figure 7. The front distances are obtained by
tracking the 2.5 cm (advancing front) and 7.5 cm
(receding front) heights. As is evident from
Figure 6, the model slightly underpredicts the
theoretical advancing front depth of 5 cm
throughout the calculated time domain.
Examination of Figure 7 indicates that the
calculated advancing and receding front
propagation distances are predicted to within 6
percent. Thus, the hydrodynamics modeling in
MELTSPREAD-1 correctly predicts the gravity-
driven spreading behavior in the dam break
problem to within a suitable tolerance.

COMPARISON WITH WATER SPREADING EXPERIMENTS

There is currently a. lack of experiment data
using prototypic materials in a scaled Mk I
apparatus. The only available spreading data in
a Mk I is the water simulant data of Theofanous
et al.6

Given that MELTSPREAD-1 predicts the correct
spreading depths and front velocities for the dam
break problem, the model was applied to predict
the relocation behavior of water in the more
complex, scaled Mark I geometry employed by
Theofanous st al. The apparatus was an
approximate 1/10 linear scale model of the Peach
Bottom pedestal and drywell depicted in Figure
1. The assumed dimensions for the scaled
experiment are as follows: peuestal inner radius
- 28.3 cm, pedestal wall thickness - 0.3 cm,
shell radius - 56.5 cm, and pedestal doorway
width - 9.5 cm. Transient depth profiles within
the apparatus were measured at five locations:
location A, just inside the pedestal doorway;
location B, just outside the pedestal doorway;
location C, adjacent to the shell across from the
doorway; location D, in the annuius 90°
from the doorway; ar.d location E, in the annuius
diametrically opposite of the doorway.

Theofanous et al. reasoned that the ex-
pedestal flow would be controlled by the gravity
head across the pedestal doorway. Accordingly,
pour conditions were scaled based on conservation
of the Froude number. For the 1/10 scale
experiment, Theofanous et al. concluded that the
pour times scale as 1/3 and pour rates scale as
3/1000. In order to avoid experiment distortions
due to canillarv effects. Theofanous et al.
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Figure 6. Predicted Height Distributions as a Function of Time for
the Dam Break Problem.

considered only high flowrate pours as typically
predicted by MAAP code calculations. Transient
height profiles for two runs were reported. Run
No. 1 was a 1/10 scale simulation of 10 m pour
volume at a pour rate of 6.5 m /min. The
corresponding pour rate in the scaled experiment
was reported to be constant at 19.5
liters/min. Run No. 2 considered the same pour
volume at reactor scale, but the pour rate was
reduced to 3.25 m /min. The corresponding pour
rate in the scaled experiment for this case was
reported to be constant at 9.75 liters/min.
Calculations were performed for both of the
reported tests.

The predicted transient height profiles for
Run No. 2 at selected times are shown in Figure
8. The coordinate system for the length in these
figures is illustrated in Figure 5. A comparison
of the predicted height transients with the
experimental data obtained at Locations A, C, D,
and E Is shown in Figure 9. Data for Location B
were not presented in Reference 6. Examination
of Figure 9 indicates that the arrival time at
locations A and C are reasonably predicted,
whereas the arrival times at locations D and E
are slightly underpredicted. No estimate of the
experimental error associated with the measured

height profiles was provided in Reference 6, and
therefore it is not possible to determine whether
the descrepancy ia arrival times lies outside the
range of uncertainty associated with the
experiment.
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Figure 7. Comparison of Predicted Advancing
and Receding Front Distances with
Analytical Solution.
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For location A, the in-gedescal height is
slightly underpredicted after 12 seconds, and for
location C, the height is underpredicted betr-=en
10 and 40 seconds. These calculations assume a
constant pour rate of 19.5 liters/min for the
scale experiment which is consistent with the
data reported in Reference 6. For gravity-driven
injection vessels, the flowrate is initially
higher than the average flow rate over the
duration of the pour, and thereafter decreases
due to decreasing gravity head in the injection
vessel. This source of uncertainty may account
for the descrepancy between the measured and
predicted height transients at locations A and C
during the early stages of the pour. Aside from
the discrepancy in arrival times, the heights at
locations D and E are reasonably predicted
throughout the duration of the experiment. Note
from Figure 9 the step behavior in the predicted
heights at locations C and D. These steps
correspond to the time at which the reflected
hydraulic wave (which arises when the water
fronts makes contact at the back of the annulus
opposite the doorway) travels back to the
location of the height sensors. For thJ.s run,
the pour terminates at 62 seconds. Thereafter,
the predicted behavior is a gradual equilibration
of the heights tc the equilibrium depth of 1.0

A comparison was also made with the
experiment data obtained for Run No. 1.
Reasonable agreement between the "alculated and
measured arrival times was obtained at all
locations.

Examination of the observed spreading
patterns reported for these experiments indicated
that the spreading angle in the an-iulus just
prior to >_hell contact could be less than the
assumed value of 90°. In particular, for Run
No. 2 at t - 5 seconds, the spreading angle was
estimated as approximately 55*. In order to
examine the sensitivity of the spreading behavior
to the assumed value of the spreading angle, the
calculation for Run No. 2 was repeated with the
spreading angle set equal to 55°. The results of
this calculation indicate that the height
transients in-pedestal (Location A) and away from
the doorway (Locations D and E) are insensitive
to the choice of flow angle, whereas the
transient height at Location C averages
approximately 1 mm higher between 10 and 40
seconds when the smaller angle is assumed.

APPLICATION TO THE MX. I SYSTEM

A scoping calculation was carried out to
investigate the effects of melt freezing on the
spreading potential and shell thermal loading in
the full-scale Peach Bottom Mk I system
geometry. Based on the considerations of
Thecfanous for a station blackout sequence, a
pour volume of 10 m of mainly oxidic corium is
assumed to drain under the influence of gravity

rr.rough 2 localized breach in the reactor
pressure vessel lower head at a constant flovrate
of 3.25 IVmin. Thirty percent of the zirconium
inventory is assumed to have been oxidized
at the time of vessel failure; the corresponding
corium composition is 81 wt% UOQ. 8 wt% ZrOj, and
11 -x% Zr. A decay heac level of 110 W/Kg UO, is
assumed. The solidus and liquidus temperatures
for the assumed corium mixture were estimated
from the UOo-ZrC^-Zr tertiary phase diagram as
2170 K and 2670 K, respectively. Owing to the
present level of uncertainty regarding coriua
spreading, it is not known whether immobilization
of the spreading corium layer occurs when the
layer temperature reaches the liqaidus
temperature, solidus temperature, or some
intermediate temperature within the freezing
range. The present approach is to make
conservative assumptions which tend to maximize
spreading potential, and therefore the coriun is
assumed to be immobilized when the temperature
reaches the solidus value. Below the liquidus,
the aelt is modeled as a slurry with enhanced
viscosity as predicted by Eq. (8). The slurry
heat transfer is assumed to be the same as that
with a pure liquid. The initial superheat
temperature of the corium is assumed to equal 37
K relative to the liquidus temperature, which is
consistent with the most probable superheat at
vessel failure assumed in the analysis of
Theofanous et al. The pressure inside the
drywell was assumed to equal 0.4 Megapascal
absolute at the time of vessel meltthrough. A
layer of water 0.45 meter deep and at 298 K
temperature is assumed to be initially present in
the drywell. The concrete substrate is assumed
to be limestone aggregate-common sand concrete.
Melt accumulation in the sump was ignored; melt
is assumed to flow over the sump covers which do
not melt through over the timescale of the
calculation. The heat transfer coefficient
between the melt and substrate is assumed to be
given by a linear superposition of the forced
convection and bubble agitation heat transfer
coefficients. The spreading angle between the
pedestal doorway and shell is assumed to be
90°. The assumed nodalization for the Mk I
calculations is illustrated in Figure 5.

The predicted transient height profiles at
selected times are shown in Figure 10. Initial
complete freezing of the corium layer is
predicted to occur within the pedestal doorway,
due to the large connective__heat transfer
associated with the acceleration of the melt
through this flow constriction. Thereafter, the
melt continues to accumulate as a slurry behind
the solidified material, until the depth becomes
sufficient for the melt to surge over the frozen
debris. The relocating melt is in turn"
completely frozen, and the periodic melt surge
ar.d freezing process begins anew.

The disposition of molten coriun] and
solidified debris one minute past the end of th=
pour is al:.o shown in Figure 10. The melt is
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Figure 10. Predicted Transient Melt Height and Temperature
Variations at Various Times for the Mk I System for the
Case of UOi-ZrOj-Zr Cerium, and the Corium is Immobilized
at the Solidus Temperature.

predicted to cover approximately three quarters
of the drywell annulus (approximately 270°
subtended angle). This appears to be the
limiting floor coverage at which heat transfer to
overlying water and heat transfer to underlying
steel (sump cover plates), ablating concrete, and
solidified debris is able to remove the required
energy tc completely freeze the corium (initial
leading edge solidification actually occurs at
this location in the annulus at 130 seconds
following pour inception). At this point, any
additional melt which surges over the solidified
leading edge is frozen at the leading edge, and
the predicted behavior is a gradual accumulation
of a "dam" at this location.

Although a significant amount of complete
melt freezing is predicted to occur, the melt
eventually propagates to the shell as a slurry at
62 seconds following pour inception. The
calculated melt height and temperature adjacent
to the shell are shown in Figure 11. Note that
the melt temperature does not exceed r.he liquidus
temperature over the calculated tine interval.
Thus, a less stringent melt immobilization
criteria than that employed for this calculation
(solidus tecaperaure) may well preclude melt
propagation to the shell. The uncertainty in
melt immobilization criteria points out the need
for experiments using procotypic reactor

materials with large characteristic freezing
ranges in order to ascertain the correct melt
immobilization characteristics.

The predicted shell surface temperature
responses are shown in Figure 12. Initially,
approximately 2 centimeters of corium is
completely frozen immediately adjacent to the
shell and the temperature behavior at the 0.5 cm

TIME, sec

Figure 11. Predicted Melt Depth and Temperture
Adjacent to the Shell for the Case of
Melt Immobilization at the UOj-ZrOi-
Zr Solidus TeraDerature .
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Figure 12. Predicted Shell Surface Temperature
Response at Various Lengths Along the
Shell for the Case of Melt
Immobilization at the U02-Zr02-Zr
Solidus Temperature.

and 1.5 cm elevations reflect the response due to
transient conduction to solidified debris. A
slurry of low temperature cerium gradually
accumulates over the frozen debris, however, and
the surface temperature responses at the higher
elevations reflect that characteristic of jet
impingement heat transfer. A fairly uniform 5 mm
thick crust is predicted to grow along the
submerged portion of the shell. The inflection
points in the shell temperature at the 0.5 en and
1.5 cm elevations occurring at 160 seconds
correspond to the point at which the debris
adjacent to the shell has been remelted down to
the 1.5 cm elevation. Note that the shell
surface temperatures asymptotically approach a
temperature of approximately 1500 K,
which is below the melting temperature of 1810 K,
but above the creep rupture temperature of about
1100 K at which the shell material undergoes a
significant loss-of-strength and creep rupture
becomes an important consideration.

In order to scope the effects of the
freezing temperature range, the above calculation
was repeated with liquidus and solidus
temperatures characteristic of the UC^-ZrC^
binary system. For the assumed coriura
constituency, the solidus and liquidus
temperatures were estimated from the phase
diagram of Lambertson and Mueller as T ^ i ^ ^ -
2910 K and T U q u i d u s - 2980 K. The initial melt
superheat was again taken to be 37 K relative to
the liquidus temperature.

The predicted transient melt height and
temperature profiles at selected times are shown
in Figure 13. Note that melt freezing is more
pronounced for this case since the temperature
difference driving the melt-to-water and melt-to-
concrete heat transfer is greater. Initial
freezing of the melt leading edge is predicted to
occur just inside the pedestal doorway. The
"dam" of solidified debris continues to
accumulate leading to significant in-pedestal

SUDIF 'B MELT
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Figure 13. Predicted Transient Melt Height and
Temperture Variations at Various
Times for the Mk I System for the
Case of Melt Immobilization at the
UO?-ZrO2 Solidus Tesoerature.



retention of the melt, and delaying melt cor.csct
t'ith Che shell until 140 seconds after pour
inception. The melt height and temperature
adjacent to the shell are shown in Figure 14,
while the corresponding shell temperature
responses at various elevations along the shell
are shown in Figure 15. A 5 centimeter deep
layer of solidified debris is predicted to
accumulate adjacent to the shell over the
calculated time interval. Pour termination
occurs at 184 seconds, and within 40 seconds
following this time, the remaining molten corium
outside the pedestal doorway is solidified.
Examination of Figure 15 indicates that the peak
shell surface temperature for this case is
approximately 1040 K, which is below the creep
rupture temperature of about 1100 K.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The tlE.-TSPREAD-l relocation model provides
an integral computational capability for
predicting melt relocation over the entire floor
area of a Mk I containment. Comparison of model
predictions with the water-simulant experiment
data obtained by Theofanous et al. in a 1/10
linear scale model of the Mk I contaiment
indicates that the model reasonably predicts the
arrival times and heights at selected locations
within thi psuestal and annular regions in the
absence of freezing phenomena. A parametric
calculation on the assumed flow angle in the
region between the pedestal doorway and shell
indicates that the predicted transient spreading
behavior is insensitive to this variable.

The calculations for the Mk I reactor case
indicate that with water present in the drywell,
significant freezing of corium will occu.: between
Che pedestal doorway and the shell. Based on the
conservative assumption that Che corium is
immobilized when Che temperature reaches Che
solidus, the melc is predicted to reach Che shell
in the form of a slurry at 62 seconds past the
start of the pour when Che freezing temperature
range for a U02-ZrO2-Zr corium mixture is
assumed. For a UQi-ZrOa system, the corium
reaches the shell as a slurry at 140 seconds.
The peak shell surface temperaCure during Che
melt relocation phase is calculated to be 1540 K,
for the UO2-ZrO2-Zr corium mixture which remains
below the melting temperature for steel.

The results of these calculations emphasize
the need for experiments using prototypic reactor
materials in order to determine the appropriate
melt immobilization behavior.
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Figure 14. Predicted Melt Depth and Temperature
Adjacent to the Shell Across from th=
Doorway for the Case of Melt
Immobilization at the U0;-Zr02
Solidus TeEoerar.ure .

Figure 15. Predicted Shell Surface Temperature
Response at Various Lengths Along the
Shell for the Case of Melt
Immobilization at the UOj-ZrO
Solidus Temperature.
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